
Week of April 20th- April 24th 
 
 
Hello families, 
 

I hope all is well. This week in the packet there will be the leveled reader for your student 
to read. Once this is read, please complete the Idea Support Map in response to the leveled 
reader. On the Idea Support Map, your student will draw a conclusion based on the leveled 
reader. From there, they will find two details in the text that supports their conclusion. This can 
be completed all in one day or they can break it up into chunks.  
 

The reading menu can be completed with either a personal book that is being read, or 
through a book on Epic. The class Epic code is ych1028.  

 
During the phone check in call I will be discussing with your student the question that 

they chose for the reading menu from week 1. In addition, I will also ask to check in about the 
math and how the lesson went through Khan Academy.  
 

For feedback for week 2, I will need a picture of the Idea Support Map. That can either 
be before our check in call so that I can help go over any questions or it can be after, as long as 
it is turned in by Sunday the 26th.  It can be sent to me through DOJO or through email at 
jschwartz@vernoniak12.org. 
 
Packet will have: 

● Leveled reader  
● Reading Menu  
● Idea Support Map 

 
 

Keep reading, Practice math fact fluency with the flashcards or moby max, ask 
questions, and remember to keep your heads up and hands washed! 
 
If for any reason the time that I am calling for check in’s does not work for you and you 
need to change, please feel free to let me know and we will find a time that works. 
  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Mrs. Schwartz  
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Do you know whose picture is on the dime? 
Here is a hint. He was the only person to serve more 
than two terms as President of the United States. 
Americans elected him to the office four times in a 
row! The answer is Franklin Delano Roosevelt, or 
FDR for short. After FDR died in 1945, Americans 
wanted the country to honor the late president in  
a special way. The Treasury Department agreed,  
and the late president’s face has been on the dime  
since 1946.

FDR is the man 
on the head’s 
side of a dime.
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Franklin Roosevelt was born in Hyde Park, 
New York. He was an only child who lived a life of 
privilege. Instead of going to school, he was taught at 
home. Later, Roosevelt attended the Groton School,  
a boarding school in Massachusetts. After high school, 
he went to Harvard University, where he studied  
history and met his future wife, Eleanor. 

At the Groton School, Roosevelt’s teachers  
taught him the importance 
of helping others and  
challenged him to get 
involved. Throughout  
his life, he never forgot  
this lesson. 

Franklin married Eleanor  
after they met at Harvard.
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After becoming a lawyer, Roosevelt decided to 
dedicate his life to public service. He dived into the sea 
of politics in 1910 and started his career in his home 
state. The people of New York elected him to the state 
senate. He later took on the job of Assistant Secretary 
of the Navy. FDR moved to the nation’s capitol in 
Washington, D.C., for this position in the federal 
government. In 1920, James Cox ran for president. 
He chose Roosevelt as his running mate, or candidate 
for vice president. Cox and Roosevelt did not receive 
enough votes to win, however.  

Roosevelt served as Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
from 1913 to 1920. 
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Polio
The next summer, Roosevelt became ill with  

polio. The disease caused him to lose all the strength 
in his legs. At first he was in great pain and felt  
discouraged. But he worked hard to regain the use of 
his legs. He tried to keep a positive outlook, but, unfor-
tunately, he could not overcome the disease. Roosevelt 
needed crutches or a wheelchair for the rest of his life. 

Roosevelt continued to help people. In 1927, he 
founded the Georgia Warm Springs Foundation, 
which helped other Americans  
who needed treatment for polio.

Roosevelt’s legs were 
weakened by polio.



A wheelchair did not stop FDR from serving the 
public, either. The people of New York twice elected 
Roosevelt governor of their state. He served in this 
office from 1929 to 1932. As governor, Roosevelt faced 
many challenges. The United States economy was in 
trouble. Many people lost their savings because the 
stock market crashed, or quickly lost value. People 
were struggling to provide food for their families. 
Roosevelt wanted to help the people of New York, 
especially the farmers in his state. He helped make 
sure they did not have to sell their farms.  

6



The Great Depression
In 1932, Americans elected Franklin D. Roosevelt 

President of the United States. FDR now faced  
challenges even greater than those he faced as gover-
nor of New York. When Roosevelt became president, 
there were thirteen million Americans without jobs. 
Many banks in America were closed. Drought and bad 
farming practices had left the soil bare. Winds picked 
up the dry soil and blew it across farm states. Crops 
could not grow in these conditions. This time in 
American history is known as the Great Depression.

Blizzards of dust spread 
across the Midwest and the 
southern plains. This area 
was called the Dust Bowl.

7
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Combating the  
Great Depression

FDR acted quickly. He began programs that 
created jobs and helped people keep their homes 
and farms. He made new banking rules and helped 
Americans trust banks again. One thing he could not 
stop was the drought. However, FDR knew the gov-
ernment could help. 

FDR started programs that taught farmers better 
ways to farm by protecting the soil. Another program 
planted trees across the plains. The trees would help 
keep the soil from blowing away. Americans elected 
FDR to a second term. He often called the people who 
could not find jobs, keep their homes, or feed their 
families the “forgotten men.” Roosevelt wanted to 
make their lives better. He believed that the proof of 
the United States’ strength was “whether we provide 
enough for those who have too little.”
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California, Here We Come!
The government helped the farmers in many ways. 

Still, many families lost hope for their farms. They 
did not believe they could overcome the challenges 
of the soil. Hundreds of thousands of Americans left 
their homes. They left the dusty plains behind and 
headed west to California. Unfortunately, these fami-
lies faced new problems when they arrived. The state 
of California could not provide housing, jobs, and food 
for so many extra people.
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Many farmers left their homes in the plains to 
look for opportunity in California.
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Each camp held 300 tents.

There were many conflicts between the farmers 
from the plains and people already living in California. 
Sometimes violence broke out. President Roosevelt 
saw people in need and tried to help. The government 
built thirteen camps in California to house the farm 
families when they arrived in California. The people 
who lived in these camps had to work in the camp to 
pay for their tent and food. 
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The Birthday Balls
FDR also continued to try to help people with 

polio during this time of great need. Roosevelt had 
tried to find new ways to treat the disease and make 
life better for people with polio. He started an associa-
tion dedicated to finding new treatments and a cure. 
The association provided help for people with polio 
who could not help themselves.

At first, Roosevelt used his own money for this 
work. Before long, the association needed more money. 
One of the president’s friends suggested having a party 
to raise money on Roosevelt’s birthday. He believed 
the president’s name would bring publicity to the 
event. Roosevelt thought this was a brilliant idea. The 
party was called the Birthday Ball, and events with 
this name were held all across the country. The first 
ball was so successful that people continued to hold 
Birthday Balls until Roosevelt’s death in 1945.



March of Dimes
Eddie Cantor, a popular singer, asked Americans 

to help the president’s polio work in a new way. He 
asked people to send their extra coins to the president. 
Cantor said it would be “a march of dimes to reach all 
the way to the White House.”  This fundraiser was 
very successful. Later, the association renamed itself 
the March of Dimes. The Treasury Department chose 
to put FDR’s likeness on the dime because of his work 
with the group.

Make That Three!
In 1940, the American people elected FDR to a 

third term. The drought was over, but new problems 
were on the horizon. World War II began in Europe 
in 1939. The United States stayed out of the war at 
first, but it did send needed supplies to England. In 
late 1941, the United States entered the war. Roosevelt 
worked with other world leaders to win the war so that 
people could live freely. 

12
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A Short Term
In 1944, FDR was again elected president. But 

his friends and family were worried. His illness and 
the years of hard work serving his country were wear-
ing him down. On April 12, 1945, Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt died. He did not live long enough to see the 
end of the war, but by the time he died FDR did know 
that the United States and the other countries fighting 
with it were going to win the war soon.

The Life of Franklin Delano Roosevelt
January 30, 1882  born in Hyde Park, NY
1896  begins classes at Groton School
1903  graduates from Harvard University
1905  marries Eleanor
1910  elected to New York State Senate
1921  becomes ill with polio
1927  establishes Georgia Warm Springs Foundation to help 

polio patients
1928  elected Governor of New York State
1932  elected President of the United States
1934  the first Birthday Ball is held
1936  re-elected President of the United States
1940  re-elected for a third term as President
1941  the United States enters World War II
1944  re-elected for a fourth term as President
1945  dies at Warm Springs, Georgia
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Roosevelt took to heart what he learned early 
on about the importance of helping others. He used 
his wealth as well as his talents as a politician to try 
to improve the lives of others. He worked for polio 
patients, farmers, and the poor at a time when most 
people were looking out only for themselves. The 
United States might be a different place today without 
his leadership and vision. 

Roosevelt was a caring 
and hard-working man.



Responding
TARGET SKILL  Conclusions and 

Generalizations What details from the 
biography help you know that President 
Roosevelt was a caring person? Copy and 
complete the chart below to name details  
that help you draw that conclusion.

Write About It

Text to Self Write a personal narrative 
about someone who has inspired you to do 
something for another person, your school, 
or your community. Group related details and 
arrange them in a logical order.

15
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Conclusion or Generalization: President 
Roosevelt was a caring man.

Text Detail: ?

Text Detail: ?



TARGET VOCABULARY

association
brilliant
capitol
conflicts
dedicate

drought
horizon
overcome
publicity 
violence

TARGET SKILL  Conclusions and Generalizations 
Use details to explain ideas that aren’t stated or are 
generally true.

TARGET STRATEGY  Infer/Predict Use text clues to 
figure out what isn’t directly stated by the author.

GENRE Biography tells about events in a person’s 
life, written by another person.
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Idea-Support Map: 
Title or Topic 

Conclusion or Generalization:

Text Detail:

Text Detail: 

President Roosevelt was a caring man.

 Lesson 19
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1. 
What type of 
person would 

enjoy reading your 
story? Why? 

2. 
How has the main 

character changed 
throughout the 

story? Give 
evidence from the 

text. 
 

3. 
What questions do 
you still have about 

your story? 
Explain your 

answer. 
 

4. 
How is this story 

different than the 
stories you usually 

read? Explain. 

5. 
If you have not 
read the ending, 

how do you 
predict the 

problem will be 
solved? 

 

6. 
Choose two 

characters from 
the story and 
explain their 

relationship. How 
do they feel about 

one another? 

7. 
What was the 

main idea of the 
chapter that you 
just read? How do 
the details help to 
support the main 

idea? 

8. 
What text feature 

did you use while 
reading? How did it 
help you to better 

understand the 
text? 

 

9. 
Do you agree with 
the author’s point 
of view? Why or 

why not? 
 

!  I answered the entire question that I chose.  
!  I wrote in complete sentences. 
!  I used evidence and examples from the text to support 

my answer. 
!  I edited my work to make sure that it makes sense. 

Self Check  

After reading, choose 1 question and circle it. 
Questions 1-6 are best for fiction stories and 
questions 7-9 are best for nonfiction books. Record 
your answer to the question in complete sentences.  

Not  So  Wimpy  Teacher  

Reading Menu 22 



Name:  _______________  

Book Title:________________      Book Author: ________________  

Not  So  Wimpy  Teacher  

Not So Wimpy Teacher strikes 
again!


